Approved Actions – September 25, 2015

Please note: Proposals considered by the Council that were tabled or denied are not listed here. Instead, the individual who submitted the request will be notified by written memo of the reason(s) that the proposal was not approved.

Minutes from this meeting will be reviewed at the next General Education Council meeting. Should any errors in this list be discovered at that time, we reserve the right to correct this information.

Minutes from August 28, 2015 – Approved

All curriculum items listed below requesting core designations and/or course markers were approved by the General Education Council on September 25, 2015:

ENG 215 Literature and Film – GFA Category Designation
CHI 220 Modern Chinese Literature and Culture – GLT Category Designation
MAT 120 Calculus with Business Applications – GMT Category Designation
HEA 350 Race, Ethnicity, and Health – SI Marker, any instructor in HEA
MAT 490 Senior Seminar in Mathematics – SI Marker, any instructor in MAT/STA
SOC 329 Sociological Perspective on Gender – SI Marker, any instructor in SOC
MUS 120 Sound Listening – SI Marker, any instructor in MUS
CCI 327 The Age of Constantine – SI Marker, any instructor in CCI
SOC 302 Introduction to Data Analysis – SI Marker, when taught by Cindy Brooks Dollar
ENG 230 College Writing II – SI Marker, when taught by Brenta Blevins
PHY 419 Advanced Laboratory – SI Marker, any instructor in PHY/AST
HSS 221 Amazons, Queens, Wives, Mothers: The Ancient Warrior Women – WI Marker when taught by Rebecca Muich
CCI 327 The Age of Constantine – WI Marker, any instructor in CCI
CCI 502 History of Latin Literature – WI Marker, any instructor in CCI
AFS 376 Africana Literature – WI Marker, any faculty with degrees in English
PHY 495 Research Experience in Physics – WI Marker, any instructor in PHY/AST

There were no other approved actions at the meeting.